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B ring Out Your Dead

A street covered in snow like someone laid a blanket on the town then
tucked us in tight. Snow up to my knees, up to my waist, being
pelted from all sides. I want to go outside in a snowstorm and
lay down, then wait for the snow to cover me, wait for it to look
again how it looked before. 

Everyone’s watched the movie ice age, with the sarcastic wooly
mammoth and the squirrel that always seems to ruin everything. I

remember seeing it in theatres and wondering about all the
secrets hidden under glaciers, all the forgotten worlds

that existed inside. 

In 9th grade, I learned that New York was once covered in ice,
that Long Island was formed by sediments left behind by glaciers.
I imagined whatmy town would look like covered in ice, church
spires sticking out likejagged rocks, apartment rooftops
turned seal breeding grounds. A large tower of ice
giving way to the local harbor.  
 

By peeling away layers of rock and mud, Archeologists have
found that the earth has experienced five significant ice ages:

the Huronian, the Cryogenian, the Andean-Saharan,
the Karoo, and the Quarternary. They say these periods

of cooling occurred in cycles, the earth getting dramatically cold
then hot then dramatically cold again. Scientists say the ice age

periods largely overwhelm the warm periods, 9 to 1, 90,000 years to
10,000.The last ice age ended 11,700 years ago.

We are due another cold front.
 
I picture myself on a glacier, cold, and red-faced,

wearing layer on top of layer, with tennis rackets tied
to the bottom of my boots. Winter has always been my

favorite season. I enjoy shoveling the walk and building forts,
my snowballs have been known to leave younger cousins

and older siblings incapacitated for several minutes.
I imagine a winter apocalypse.
 

 
 

There’s a picture of my parents, young and smiling, my dad’s long hair pulled back
into a ponytail his glasses pushed up the bridge of his nose, while my mom’s hair
whipped in the wind next to him.

Large yellow life preservers are wrapped around their necks. They are standing
next to a helicopter, splayed out on a large block of ice. They are standing on top



of a glacier. It’s only fair that I dream of snow and ice and relish all things frigid,
it only makes sense seeing as my parents chose to honeymoon in Alaska. 
 

When I think of Alaska I
think of Beringia. They talk
about it in World History
classes all the time, the land
bridge now plunged deep
below the sea—but it was
never just a bridge.
 

Beringia was a landmass the size of Australia, home to mammoths and bison, all types of wildflower. A place
where life flourished during even the darkest of times. Now it exists in a whole other biosphere, covered by
water, saturated in salt.

In subzero temperatures, my teammates and
I learned how to become human cannons.
We stood in a line, wrapped in jackets
and hoodies, hands gloved, keeping warm,
preparing to launch the metal shot put through
the sky. Sometimes, coach had us do
jumping jacks on the side or squats. I shared
the hand warmers I’d gotten for Christmas with
the rest of the team. 
 

We’re not in Beringia anymore but the Alpine mountains,
the Norwegian, the Swiss, the French. From the 16th

to 19th centuries glaciers descended from their mountains,
they grew, snow turning to firn turning to ice. They built

and then their own weight pushed them downwards
and they inched across the surface of the earth.

Like how frost condenses on a car window. Post-Medieval
towns occupied the spaces between the mountains.

They escaped the plague. They hoped to flourish.
Instead, they froze.

 
When the person in front of us stepped into the circle
that’s when we knew to shed our outer layers. Jacket,
sweatshirt, overshirt, like a Russian doll we must find the
smallest version of ourselves. The smallest is the fastest,
the smallest is the most precise. Stripped down
we must always keep moving, otherwise, the weather
will latch onto us, work its way into our limbs
and freeze the delicate machinery inside us. 
 

The world was coming out of the warming period,
a period of heat and disease. Entering into the Little Ice

Age. A time where the temperatures dropped and
refused to bounce back up, even during the

summer months. Killing crops, starving men.
Turning all our fingers blue.

In the spring we are mud monsters, dirt marks on
our necks as we swipe chunks of earth off the
ammunition. Balls slick with mud in our hands, 

we reuse and reload. But then it was winter, and the
ground was hard, covered in snow. The metal was
cold on my neck, my feet felt heavy. A small burst 



of energy and I returned to the line, where we
huddled close for warmth under layers and
layers of artificial furs, humming the lyrics to Ariana
Grande’s “7 Rings,” while the next cannon took aim.

I can’t stand the heat. And by heat, I don’t mean the warmth of chicken soup or the warmth you feel from a good
handshake. I mean heat like I mean rotting flesh cooking in the sun, like black tar pavement searing the calluses on
an old man’s feet. Turning skin red, bringing dead things out of the ground. That’s what spring is. Out with the old in
with the new.

When seasons turn, when glaciers melt. Bring out your dead. 

The fastest glacier ever observed was seen to move at an average
speed of 30 meters per day, that’s 100 meters in 80 hours. My record
for the 100-meter sprint is 12.8 seconds. A glacier’s path mirrors
that of a river, slicing the land, building momentum downhill.
And just like archeologists can tell where there used to be
rivers thousands of years ago by looking at the features of the land,
they can do the same with glaciers. 
 

I first started thinking about a winter apocalypses back in 2019
when the polar vortex dipped a bit further south than usual.

We were learning about weather currents, cold fronts, warm fronts,
what happens when air collides. My teacher put on a news video,

and we watched a meteorologist tell everyone in Chicago
to stay inside, to cover every inch of skin.

They say it can take less than 15 minutes for hypothermia to set in.

The Great Lakes were formed by glaciers. The finger lakes too,
in the middle of New York state. All places where the ice carved out a home.
The Hudson River is the result of a large downstroke when the cold
took a knife to the land. There are other signs as well, u-shaped valleys.
Drumlins, hills that point in the direction that the ice moved.
Lines and scratches on the rocks, in the mountains. 
 

It was snowing outside in New York, just a few inches, and we were all wearing
gloves and hats, we were shoveling our walks, salting our roads, but suddenly
I just wanted it to be colder. I wanted the snow to be coming down so heavy

that I couldn’t see a foot in front of me. I wanted the power to go out.
I wanted to light the stove with a match and play cards by candlelight. 

 
I think it’s because I associate cold with freshness, with cleanliness. Winter is like
chewing spearmint gum, the polar vortex was like brushing your teeth, an ice age
is like a full fluoride treatment. Mouth probed open, a plastic green hourglass

clutched in my right hand. 

It’s snowing outside.

The towns in the Alps, the ones between the mountains. They
didn’t just freeze. They starved, they drowned, they ran. 

Glaciers cut through channels, through rivers and lakes, like sitting on
the sides of a kiddie pool, the water mounted and pushed and killed. 

Years later, decades, centuries later and the ice melts
and we find clothes and bones and old leather shoes. 

They release death. 
 

The difference between an ice age and an apocalyptic ice age is the latter includes the merging of prehistory with the
technological age. We’ll build igloos for shelter then stuff our bras with hand warmers, we’ll drop them down our



long johns and crunch them between our toes. We’ll radio for back up, steal ramen noodles and boxes of Kraft mac
and cheese from the local grocers. We’ll keep ourselves warm with gas station lighters and snack on slim jims. We’ll
sit in the ruins of our old elementary school, sketching phallic objects into the snows. We’ll make knives out of soup
cans. Holding our binoculars up to the ice beneath our feet we’ll play I Spy with our petrified town. The town diner,
the yellow goalposts on the highschool football field, the AppleBees, the gas station, the local cemetery. We’ll watch

and we’ll wait.
 
 
 


